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About UAF• Founded in 1917: one of the oldest 
Arctic universities

• Alaska’s Land, Sea, Space Grant 
Institution

• Alaska’s Research University
• Doctoral Granting
• STEM Orientation
• Indigenous Focus

• International Connections & Arctic 
Network

• 10,000 undergraduate students 
(1/4 Alaska Native/Native American)

• 1,000 graduate students (1/10 
international from >30 countries)

• #1 cited/published in Arctic research
• #1 U.S. Outside university
• Top Ten small universities worldwide



Research is an 
Integrated Core 
Function of the
University

>$100M 
externally 
supported 
annual research
expenditures 



University roles
• The university as resource

– Training & education: place-based & responsive 
(education in transformation)

– Information: Responding to a rapidly changing Arctic

• The university as connector
– Bringing people, organizations, agencies, and businesses 

together 
– International collaboration in a globalizing Arctic

• The university as sandbox & think tank
– Exploring Arctic futures in contested, rapidly changing 

places



Pressing issues in the Arctic
• Rapid climate change

– Rate of change exceeds those of recent & geological past 
– Responses require observations to track change and 

models to predict change
• Global interests expanding into the Arctic

– Economic, geopolitical, and environmental and national 
security interests on the rise in a changing Arctic

• Self determination & sustainability
– Self determination and deference to local authority 

increasingly inform Arctic governance models
– Sustainability constrained by environmental change and 

socio-economic drivers



Institutional shifts
• Arctic and global drivers are triggering institutional shifts 

that challenge Arctic universities
– Self-determination and shifting planning and regulatory authority to 

local and tribal/aboriginal governments
– New alliances and collaborations to solve local problems locally
– Expansion of global interests into Arctic spaces
– Resource management in a rapidly changing Arctic: Nunatsiavut Govt; 

CAO Agreement

• What are relevant and effective education & outreach 
models in such a setting?
– Developing holistic approaches from within the Arctic rather than 

from outside
– Continuum of primary – secondary - post-secondary – continuing -

informal education
– Place-based, solutions-oriented education



Education & Outreach 
in a shifting landscape

• Institutional shifts
– Self-determination: CRCD & Indigenous Studies
– New alliances for local problem-solving: CPS & AAOKH
– Resource management: CAPS, AAOKH & CPS
– Global interests: IARC & UArctic

• New education & outreach models
– Arctic approaches: UArctic
– Education continuum: IARC
– Place-based, solutions-oriented education



College of Rural and 
Community Development

Art and Science:
Arctic Ways of Knowing

Evon Peter
Vice Chancellor for Rural, Community, & Native 

Education
www.uaf.edu/rural



UAF COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
CAMPUSES

Chukchi
11 communities 

Northwest
16 communities

Kuskokwim
55 communities

Bristol Bay
43 communities

Interior Alaska Campus
41 communities

UAF Community & 
Technical College
7 communities    8 facilities



Many Campuses – one university
• UAF’s core themes

– Educate: Undergraduate and Graduate Students and Lifelong Learners
– Research: To Create and Disseminate New Knowledge, Insight, 

Technology, Artistic and Scholarly Works
– Prepare: Alaska’s Career, Technical, and Professional Workforce
– Connect: Alaska Native, Rural, and Urban Communities by Sharing 

Knowledge and Ways of Knowing
– Engage: Alaskans through Outreach for Continuing Education and 

Community and Economic Development

Photo at left: Rural 
Development students 
meet with Lt Gov. Byron 
Mallot in Juneau. 
02/2017. Photo courtesy of 
DANSRD.



Indigenous Studies

• Rural Alaska Honors Institute
• Tribal Management
• Native Art Center
• Department of Alaska Native Studies and Rural 

Development
• Indigenous Studies PhD
• Alaska Native Language Center
• Center for Alaska Native Health Research
• Alaska Native Collaborative Hub for Research on 

Resilience (ANCHRR)
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Starting Point
CPS In-reach Model

Krista Heeringa, Todd Brinkman, and many others

Community Partnerships for Self-Reliance
(Tribal/state gov’t, people, academic units)

A collaborative 
environment where 
shared community and 
academic learning and 
benefit can occur.

Reciprocity

Relevant research that advances 
knowledge and connects to 
community’s long-term vision of 
self-reliance and sustainability. 

Relevance
Shared responsibility between 
community representatives and 
researchers in following through 
with agreements and work.

Responsibility

Creating space for 
different ways of 
knowing and respecting 
cultural protocols and 
norms.

Respect

Working together to develop 
research agendas that align with 
community priorities as well as 
university programs.

Relationship



Community Based Monitoring 
& Vulnerability Assessment

Adams, C

CPS supports efforts that link:
Community based observations

 Changes impacting travel 
 Access to subsistence resources 

Instrument based measurements of 
biophysical changes  

 Remote sensing analyses 
 Ecological assessments 

Outcome:
Better understanding of emerging 
hazards from rapid environmental 
change.
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Alaska Arctic Observatory & Knowledge 
Hub (AAOKH) arctic-aok.org



Alaska Indigenous ice experts observe changes 
in seasonal ice cycle and ice use

Community expert observations (>6000 daily logs)
https://eloka-arctic.org/sizonet

Eicken et al., Polar Geogr., 2014; http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/1088937X.2013.873090 

Billy Adams, Utqiabvik

Joe Leavitt, Utqiabvik

Utqiabvik
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Center for Arctic Policy
Studies (CAPS) 

Amy Lovecraft, Director, IARC/Dept. of 
Political Science, UAF
Brendan Kelly, faculty committee chair 

Key aims:
• Make expertise of University of Alaska 
scholars accessible to policy-makers 
• Key areas of interest: rapid 
environmental, economic, and societal 
change in the Arctic
• Serves general public, Alaska 
legislators and executives, U.S. federal 
government, Arctic Council and its 
Working Groups, and others
data

Service to the State of Alaska:
1. timely, clear delivery  of University 
research, scholarship, data, analysis, and 
education;
2. advising leaders at different levels of 
governance on Arctic policy issues, from 
local to global; 
3. convening scholars, Indigenous 
peoples, resource managers, and others 
to share best practices, synthesize and 
discuss 

Alaska Policy Partnerships (APP):
- Hosting open conversations & discourse 
on pressing policy and regulatory issues

- Resource management in rapidly
changing environments



CAPS Policy Areas
• Economic Development
• Response Capacity Gap
• Resilient Communities
• The Science - Policy 

Interface
• Intractable Policy Problems 

(APP?) - a cross-cutting 
theme
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Arctic Observing Summit

• Provide community-driven, science-based guidance for the
design, implementation, coordination and sustained long-
term (decades) operation of an international network of 
Arctic observing systems that serves a wide spectrum of needs

• Create a forum for coordination and exchange between 
academia, government agencies, local communities, 
industry, non-governmental organizations and other Arctic 
stakeholders involved in or in need of long-term observations

• IARC lead organizer for 2016 AOS in Fairbanks, AK & involved 
in planning & follow-up work with all summits since 2013

AOS



2nd Arctic Science Ministerial Meeting
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UAF and UArctic Network:
a Model for Engagement

Donna Anger
Director, International Programs & Initiatives

UAF UArctic Council Representative
www.uaf.edu/oip; www.uarctic.org

d.anger@alaska.edu



www.uarctic.org

• UAF is founding member and supports UArctic 2020 Goals
• International aspect of Arctic and implications for student 

mobility
• Critical international skills, knowledge for leaders, workforce 

UArctic Collaboration

• Greenland Institute of Natural Resources
• Ilisimatusarfik / University of Greenland
Current partnership via north2north mobility

• Perorsaanermik Ilinniarfik / College of Social Education



www.uarctic.org

Thematic Networks
• Groups of UArctic members working 
together to conduct research and 
create learning experiences for 
students, faculty and communities.
• Leverage north2north student 
mobility program.
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Winterberry Citizen 
Science
Ecological Research 
Question: 
• How do shifts in climate 

affect the fate of ripe berries 
and timing of berry loss from 
plants in fall and winter 
across Alaska?

CitSci Research Questions:
• To what degree does a 

contributory model of citizen 
science influence the 
individual and community 
level learning outcomes 
related to social-ecological 
resilience? 

• Can a citizen science program 
be supplemented to reduce 
the tradeoffs between 
individual/community 
learning and broad scientific 
outcomes? 

• Which program design 
elements should be invested 
in to ensure that scarce 
resources are maximized 
while these trade-offs are 
reduced? 

PI: Katie Spellman, IARC



Winterberry 
Citizen 
Science

Education-research 
continuum:
• High school students 

and undergraduate 
students involved in 
ground-validation 
campaign for new 
Japanese satellite 
sensor system

• Remote sensing of 
forest canopy and 
understory to estimate 
primary production and 
plant drying from space

PI: Katie Spellman, IARC



Education & Outreach 
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Potential for collaboration
• Summer course/seminar on holistic resource 

management in rapidly changing environments 
– Bring together practicioners and resource users from 

communities (IK,TK, LK), resource managers, policy 
makers, private sector, academics 

– Review community approaches, administrative practices, 
and state of the research field

– Explore challenges and current practices 
– Identify education and research needs
– Lay out role for university 
– UAF, Ilisimatusarfik, Greenland Institute of Natural 

Resources, partners from Canada and elsewhere
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